Comics are NOT "just for children"—they're a legitimate adult art form (i.e., *Maus* or *Fun Home*).

Do **YOU** have something to say? Make a comic!

**Shhh!**

**Censorship & comics!**

My grandparents' opinion on literature.

Oh, here's my grandma's reading read. She should be reading real comics...

"Just 10 time to give those up?" I told me... faculty members when my mom worked at school library... but I grew up at home in ten years later."

"Isn't it time to move up?"

"Bill, at least."

"Or, maybe..."

"I'm a censored, this ability to provoke emotion through visuals."

It's time to fold..." or it failed."

"Art should provoke emotional response."

"It's work!

"In terms ofasis..."

"It's work!

"Some it's..."